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Those who completed Koso Rays and Sokaisi System may take a new
step now to Kofu Initiation. Kofu means Essence of infinity and as you
can guess an initiation of this kind speak for itself. It is an initiation that
will allow you to master the most powerful energy ever given here on
Earth until year 2006.
Kofu Initiation consists of a 3 consecutive attunements that should be
taken over 3 consecutive days because of the modifications that will be
given to your energetic system due to the Kofu installation. Later years
people reported that could take all 3 consecutive attunements in one
day. You can try, and if doesn’t work, then try again on the next day.
Anyone that wishes to be attuned just has to ask it on my behalf to be
attuned and the attunement will proceed immediately. I will perform the
initiation from The Infinite and anyone asking the Kofu Initiation
attunements on my behalf will receive them automatically, no matter
when you will ask for it, now or ever, but of course this is taking into
account the person’s spiritual background.
The initiation process requires a position you might find comfortable,
a state of meditation and your mental affirmation that should be like
this:
“I am asking to be initiated in Kofu and I call now upon me the Kofu
Initiation from Armand until the process will be completed”. The
attunement will proceed and will last usually for about half of an hour.
That should be completed in 3 sessions. Only after the third
attunement you are able to fully use Kofu.
Kofu is powerful and works faster and is very successful on anything
that you need and this is an open invitation to discover the rest by
yourself. And mostly because the use of this energy will transform you
into powerful Masters of Light on Planet Earth and each master has his
own approach and own experiences. In fact only one thing will make
you true masters: your work. How can you become masters without
dedication and personal experiences?

Take Kofu as one of the sacred initiations that you can receive here on
Earth until you will be able to understand it beyond words. I am not
asking you to understand. I recommend living Kofu. A true Master of
Light will use Kofu in everyday life, even when sometimes it seems to be
worthless. There are no bigger or smaller projects. These are your
projects and you are legitimised to use Kofu as a Kofu Master. In fact a
true master will use any energy when required.
You have now power over the good and bad, as Creator. Your power
now is beyond any Light or dark energies that ever existed on this
planet, (and that will conflict the reptilian strongest programming of
your mind) because that reveals how wary to break is their control over
humanity. A true Master of Light has power above darkness (the dark
forces fear that you will be aware of this and use it). A Kofu Master has
power over any dark initiate, master or darkness creature with or
without body, and dark spirit or entity!
Kofu Initiation is a privilege of the few. From ancient times Initiates
kept their secrets and unveil it only to a certain number of students
because just a few were truly committed to serve the Light. Reptilians
can corrupt anyone and thus is very important to chose disciples from
those that have a vast spiritual background from other lives when they
also served The Light, and the discipline that wouldn’t allow them to be
corrupted so easily. Many of you were initiates from centuries ago and
you formed the spiritual elite of this planet from immemorial times.
Many of you are travellers that served Light is different times here. You
are forming now the spiritual elite of future Planet Earth. This Planet will
evolve and will get rid of reptilians forever. There will be no other way,
and that time is not far away. We kicked them out from other planets,
we’ll do that here, once again! We started their irreversible fall!
We are as farming animals for reptilians! Is a dense web of lies and
cultivated ignorance that assure their perpetration. This is how reptilians
manipulate all this planet: making you blind and never aspiring to what
your true powers are really like.
Your mind could be brilliant if you would use it! Every single thought
of yours is heard in every corner of the Universe or whatever you'll
direct it at and this is the main importance of using your mental abilities.

The proof is this Initiation, which works based on my will and and my
manifestation in infinity. Anyone asking the Kofu Initiation attunements
on my behalf will receive them automatically! With a mental
affirmation!!! No one could possibly known what you are affirming in
your mind. And, as you will ask, it will proceed, even if you are on the
other side of the world and I didn’t even know you or heard about you!
What proof could someone ask more to be convinced that every single
thought is heard all over the Existence?
One thing you have to know and be aware of: the truth was always
hid through artificially complicated things or techniques meant for “not
letting you see the forest from the trees”! What came from The Infinite
is very fast, simple and easy working. Certain individuals, mastered
secret techniques hidden for many from thousands years! They
complicated things in a manner that anyone searching for Truth will get
discouraged. They specifically complicated all the knowledge in order to
not land in wrong hands. At least that is the official story, or the given
explanation. In fact, reptilians that are supervising us from a different
dimension are reading our actions and have access to our subconscious
mind, always worked to demolish any knowledge that could affect their
control of humankind. Masters were determined to fragment the Truth
in order that couldn’t be guessed by our controllers. In this manner they
succeeded to keep the knowledge of Light unaltered. And they were
painstakingly working with their disciples to assimilate straight principles
that would lead to suppress of subconscious mind that is exclusively
designed and controlled by the reptilians. Yes, it is primarily instrument
of control.
On the other hand we have the individuals that hid the knowledge in
order to control others. They are highly controlled by the reptilians and
their mission is to keep humankind in ignorance. These individuals today
are ruling the world, and never appear in public. They are ruling through
politicians, industrialist concerns and banks, which they own and
obviously have the majority of actives on the markets. They act
imperialistic imposing companies globalisation, in order to control all
markets and through them the people, and impose new world order.
They created religions, they controlled history, and nearly everything
that the common sense of our days will call it education. All are

fabricated and are nothing but different ways of alienating the human
spirit. Yes, all those things that you consider today as a basis of your
life! They were all fabricated and lies are still fabricated today through
the media.
This happens because those that ruled this world until now are never
interested for you to be wise. They are bound to keep people in slavery,
acting in a pyramidal scheme of control and they are creating the
illusion that you are free to decide your life. In the same amount that
animals in a farm are free to decide their lives. Low budgets for
education or health will keep you in Stone Age. They will make you ill
because sick people will buy chemicals, and this industry also belongs to
the controllers. Sick people will hardly find resources to search the
Truth. People will work for their profits, always worried about tomorrow
and health problems, intoxicated with lies, and propaganda, aggressed
by the publicity of unhealthy foods and habits, and without a hope or
time of searching for spirituality after the exhausting working hours.
People are always angry at corrupted politicians or administrations that
obviously never solved their problems. They don’t even need for you to
vote! Do you think that they could lend to fortune their business
permitting anyone to access the pyramid’s heights? Obviously they will
create the idea of freedom through concepts like democracy,
transparency, safety, social care etc, and implement their malevolency in
to your sub-consciousness. Reptilians are very dark entities and
transforming us into like minded spirits is the only way they have to
thrive here. Because they desperately need us. Our energies. They are
doomed entities, so decayed that they are literally burned by any Light
energy. But they desperately need that energy in order to perpetrate. So
they harvest it from ignorant humans. You know the vampire stories?
They are the authors of that script inspired from their immediate reality,
but ironically served as a fantasy. You’ll never thought that a scenario
like this could be really happening. It is exactly like that! But on
energetic and spiritual scale.
This conspiracy set up the permanent assault of television and mass
media that focus only on lies and crimes, and induce in people’s
subconscious minds what they need in manipulation. The result is today
citizens always living with fear of unemployment and looking with envy
to the riches, dreaming of getting rich overnight to spend money as in

an expensive lifestyle. Life without spirituality was implemented as a
model to be desired by everyone! People are always focused on money,
permanently surrounded with pornography, violence and drug abuse,
and forced to pay unbearable taxes otherwise risking prison. Don’t you
realise that who kills a man could have an easier conviction than
someone not paying taxes? You were born considered as slaves and all
your life you are bound to work and pay most of your earnings to
maintain the pyramidal scheme. But they will let you dream as you wish!
On cinema. They created another way of dreaming: watching movies,
putting in this way your real life on pause and all those nightmares on
hold, and what’s more important – another way of not using your
thinking. And even your “dreams” are designed to undermine your
subconscious mind through harmful concepts! They mocked everything
spiritual and therefore everyone will ridicules you if you will have the
courage of being different from that pattern and you’ll risk to be
considered a loony if searching for spirituality elsewhere religion.
They fabricated religions and sterile dogmas reproduced by priests
that are nothing that office workers, and complicated rituals meant to
be understand only by those “invested by God”. Their method will
consist in useless prayers for a forgiveness and a miserable feeling of
being unworthy in the eyes of God. And people accepted this bullshit.
This was their biggest success – to make you feel like a worm! Can you
realise that you were set up in this way? Now as you are reading these
words, admit that is not the first time you heard them, but you
considered them fiction or too impossible to be true! See how easy they
succeeded based on your ignorance? Did you ever feel comfortable in
this world? Did you ever feel that all seems to be artificial as a
nightmare?
Did you know that many poisonous substances that you are
consuming with your food are there not by mistake or for your own
safety? Did you know that your tiredness in many cases is the result of
many psychic aggression and energetic harvesting that you face
everyday and the target is your subconsciousness? Do you realise that
the tiredness concept is induced? Could you have the courage that to
admit that even the repulsion to these “theories” that you are reading
right now could be implanted on your subconsciousness? You know that
some devices are usually used to manipulate wide masses, to induce in

them various mental suggestions and opinions? Do you agree that every
controller will work hard to protect their system and obviously their
business? Can you sense politicians totally lack of sincerity? Do you
know that when important ones speak to the masses, certain individuals
are working to induce subliminal thoughts of sympathy and trust for
those politicians? And the media uses that technique more often that
you imagine?
Well, at least don’t claim that you never sensed things like that. Every
system like this could never be perfect. But the secret of the success is
the fact that they are working without a break to maintain the system
and to compromise anyone who try to unveil the Truth.
All of these things are created to keep you away from using your brain
and your spirit, obviously keeping you away from discovering your true
nature. Why is it so important for some entities to avoid using your
mental and spiritual capacities?
They fear that you could wake up one day and all of their systems
could fall like a castle of sand. They fear your mental capacities could
wake up masses, because they are using that as a weapon against you.
Awareness and discovering your mental abilities will easily compromise
their control. Perhaps you explain now why they always insist on a
biblical quote of “being as a lamb”? And the wolves are the guardians...
Lambs always turn the other cheek…
Good news is that we are all now in front of imminent collapsing of
that system, as a giant with sand feet. Just knowing about all this
conspiracy will make you stronger and less vulnerable. Disciplined mind
will be less vulnerable to subconscious aggressions. Energies that you
are receiving here are making you less desirable for reptilians because
of your increased frequency. And be prepared for what comes next:
when we will be much more in numbers we will change the balance and
make this planet undesirable for these reptilians. First they won’t be
able anymore to harvest our energies, and then they would not stand
our new collective energetic frequency.
As my knowledge is they will try to destroy everything when realising
their imminent fall. And they are bound to do anything, without scruples
as they do now. But I am confident that they won’t have the chance to

bring their plans to the conclusion, because of the increasing awareness
level of Planet Earth inhabitants. Yes, is about you!
Always keep in mind:
Universe is Mental;
Everything in whole Universe is Energy; The Mind controls the Energy!
To free yourself you will need energies, and techniques that will lead
you to best concentration and mental discipline. This is meditation.
Energies are already offered. And don’t forget morality as a very
important aspect, but this is within you. For thousand years disciples
were chosen from the best spirits. Now I made it accessible to anyone
willing. It’s the time for your personal effort! We act collectively, even
that we don’t know each other. This is the only way controllers cannot
defeat us: it will be impossible for them to bring us down as they don’t
know who we are and spread all over the world, but working as a single
entity! Everything is in your power now and only yourselves will decide
any of your limitations. You have a cutting edge powerful energy – Kofu
and many more that awaits. Use your mental abilities and you will be
free. You will certainly succeed!
Helping others is the best way, but in order to help others you will
need to help yourself first. And helping the Earth to evolve is a noble
purpose that will never remain unrewarded. Sign your name again
among the elite!
Use Kofu to help Planet Earth rising. This planet is living and also
suffocated by dark energies. We will get rid of this low energy and this
process could be done without involving dramatic circumstances. All that
you have to do is to concentrate Kofu, Koso Rays, to Planet Earth until it
will be Kofu, completely healed and recovered. Your action will raise
Planet frequency until darkness will cease to exist on this Planet.
Use Kofu to release humankind from darkness. The others that aren’t
so lucky as you are now. It is supposed that all humans should evolve.
Many of them are kept in different darkness schemes or patterns that
keep them away from Light. Let’s give them a chance. Concentrate Kofu
(and other energies too) to an infinite factor in order to burn subconscious (or subliminal) programs, sub-programs or re-emerging

programs that infringe the Free Will of humans. Use it everywhere
needed to release human kind from darkness and evil until it will be
completely done. Don’t forget to cleanse yourself first.
Send Kofu to your Karma to and burn it completely. Everyone could
generate bad karma, but Kofu as a powerful cutting edge energy allows
you to burn and override the consequences of the causes that now
through Kofu Initiation you just overrided. Concentrate Kofu in the
structures of the personal bad karma burn it until you are like a new
born or re-born.
Burn karmic ties with Kofu. It is in your power now. Get rid of your
own karmic ties that connect you with various, mostly unpleasant
situations or people that you encounter during your multiple lives. To
free you from anything that can slow you down. A certain level includes
freeing from your masters too. Dare to become your own masters.
Attune yourself back in time. Indeed those new energies that you
received are totally new here on Earth and some of you may still not get
used to using them. Maybe most of you are surprised by the simplicity
and efficiency of those energies. Instead of losing time trying to get
used to them, attune yourself back in time. Just ask for the Kofu
Initiation for example at the age of 3. Then go back in time by the time
you were 3 and ask my infinite manifestation to install the attunements,
and work these energies on you (and on your entire life)! You can do
the downloading process in deep meditation or fully conscious. Try also
this on your past lives. Remember: time is a barrier only as you think it
is. But how about that it will be proved that past, present and future
exists all in the same time?
Attune yourself future in time. Prepare yourself for the next lives if
you will be here next or anywhere, it doesn’t matter. Just ask my infinite
manifestation to attune you anytime in your next lives and work these
energies on your future lives. You can send a copy of your actual
knowledge on your next lives to assure you that you’ll not waste again
precious time searching and learning. In the same manner you can open
your spiritual hearing or sight to take action in your next lives. Schedule
your guides or masters to contact you and reveal the needed

information at the early stages of your next lives. Be true in-born
masters and spiritual pillars in the next lives too, if any.
Attune your other extensions. Most of you manifest on other planes
and dimensions, in slightly different forms. You are not unique as
materialists tried until now to convince you. There are billions of planets
where other civilisations are taking their evolutionary steps. And most of
you have other extensions on these planets, working as here for the
general progress or just playing your own role. Your Higher Self is the
one that connects the extensions. You could pay them a visit, then ask
to attune all the extensions to any of the energies that I gave to you
and connect with your extensions to assist the process. Spread all these
nice energies in all Universes. You could also make a knowledge
exchange with your extensions.
Release the limitations with Kofu. There are genetic and spiritual
limitations imposed on the human race and only initiates have the
power to override these. You can clean up those limitations.
Increase your spiritual frequency with Kofu. Just concentrate Kofu on
all your spiritual structures and program it to increase your spiritual
frequency at the Kofu level until that would be Kofu. In the same
manner you can act at a cellular level concentrating Kofu in you cells to
raise cell frequency. You could also use Kofu on any particle to increase
spiritual or energetic conditions.
Cleanse your food with Kofu. You should be more careful with all the
stuff that you mix in your systems. Today’s alimentation is full of
poisonous substances that affects not only your body, but plays a major
role in lowering your vibrations. What you introduce in your body will
spread all over your cells and penetrate all structures. Sometimes food
can contain information that some companies or groups want you to
absorb and process later. Home food, for example can be charged with
information and energies at the unconscious level. Think about an angry
wife that projects in the food her frustrations and low energies.
It is a well-known thing these days that westerner’s food is “dead”,
with no energetic or nutritional value. This is the reason that many
people are today excessively fat. Use Kofu to cleanse food from any
vibration lower than Kofu and from any poisoning substances. Just

concentrate Kofu (or other energy) on your food in order to charge the
food at a Kofu level.
Charge food with Kofu and that would be a tremendous benefit for
anyone, especially for someone sick or exhausted. In the same manner
you can treat beverages.
Cleanse the subconscious with Kofu. We are living today in an
extremely aggressive environment and psychic aggressions, subliminal
suggestions are today a first governmental practice and marketing sales
policy. Big companies use also this kind of aggression and subliminal
suggestions to increase sales by creating dependancy of their products
that in most cases are totally unhealthy. Mass media is number one in
using psychic aggression to polarise opinions and to manipulate. In the
military field they use that to annihilate soldiers free will and increase
aggressiveness, and so on. They need masses that will think about
nothing but consuming and obviously they constantly work to form
these masses.
This kind of aggression consists in information and energies that are
placed in your subconscious mind and sometimes in your soul to make
you voluntarily do imposed things, with the perception that they come
from inside you, and generates wishes or reactions that you usually
think that belong to yourself. These could be: programs, sub-programs
and re-emerging programs, algorithms, schemes, concepts, supraconcepts, thought forms, chi balls, bundles, implants, energies and infoenergies. Basically these consist of programs that react at certain
triggers. All of these must be burned with Kofu (or other energies), and
to be more specific you should burn all the information and energies
that are placed on any of your structures that infringe your free will and
interfere you directly or indirectly, along all their programs. Concentrate
Kofu directly to all those things that infringe your Free Will and burn
them, cleanse yourself and balance affected areas until the balance is
perfect.
Cleanse yourselves with Kofu from radio and electromagnetic (EMF)
transmitted information. Today the level of radio and electromagnetic
activity is extremely high and any of these emissions carry different
information and energies. Practically every corner of this Planet is

saturated with all frequency emissions from satellite to terrestrial
broadcasts, and many of them are targeting your sub-conscious.
Concentrate Kofu on all information and energies stocked in your
structures through these emissions to burn them and restore the
balance until you are completely cleansed and balanced.
Cleanse malefic entities with Kofu. There are no such things that you
would fear. Just concentrate Kofu in the structures of dark entities,
demons or dark spirits that interfere with you and you will see them
running mad instead of getting burned. Usually those entities didn’t
bother you by chance because are low entities without Free Will. Those
entities are certainly programmed to interfere and influence you. There
is no entity or demon that could stand Kofu, so you will be clean in
seconds. In the same manner you can proceed with any dark energy
that might interfere with you. You should burn the associated programs
too. Take notice that many so called diseases are generated by various
malefic entities that once installed in energetic systems of the affected,
will consume the energies and will destroy the energetic matrix that lead
later will led to what is known as the physical effects of the disease.
Protect yourself with Kofu. Concentrate Kofu on all your energies to
amplify and to transform them into a protective shield when the
situation requires.
When traveling, concentrate Kofu ahead as needed on all your ways
and program it to open your ways, cleanse malefic energies and to
protect you from any unwanted incidents.
You could also open portals to Kofu anywhere is desired, on yourself,
on physical plane or on situations. Or, for example, you could open Kofu
portal on any project of yours to facilitate completion.
These are just some suggestions on how to use Kofu. There are no
limitations on using it. Your work and experience will reveal more of this
versatile energy, as you will use it more. Remember: A Kofu master will
be only the one that will use Kofu.
All of the energies that I gave to you should be set to work in order to
achieve results. These are perfect tools for succeeding in everyday life
and transforming you into true masters, overriding your human

limitations. You just have to find your own way to achieve this. It is like
you have a big rock and you received all the tools that you could need
to sculpt it. You should find your own artistic way to do it because the
final artwork belongs to you. Some will make tremendous artworks, but
everyone should develop himself and express in their own ways
according to individual efforts.

If you feel that you could do more, please see also next initiation:
Christic Force
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